Question 1: As easy as 2-3-5
Author: Harold Somers

Study the following expressions in Japanese, then complete the translation of the phrases below. The \( \eta \) symbol represents a velar nasal, like the ‘ng’ in ‘sing’.

- ashi gohon: five legs
- banana sambon: three bananas
- bōru niko: two balls
- empitsu nihon: two pencils
- kami nimai: two sheets of paper
- ishi sanjō: three stones
- neko gohiki: five cats
- risu nihiki: two squirrels
- sara gomai: five plates
- uma nitō: two horses
- ushi santō: three cows

(a) disuku ………… three disks
(b) endomame ….. five peas
(c) hanjachi ……… two handkerchiefs
(d) kaba ………….. five rhinos
(e) kyūri ………….. three cucumbers
(f) morumotto …… two guinea pigs
(g) nezumi …………. three mice
(h) ringō ………….. five apples
(i) tsuna ………….. two ropes
(j) zō ……………… three elephants